Observations on Fever as it has prevailed at Smyrna during 1825?26".
Extra Limites.
[October rest, especially to those whose destinies lead them into countries where fever assumes its most appalling aspects.
It maybe excusable to premise, that the city of Smyrna is situated at the head of a deep gulf, bounded nearly on all sides by a bold and deeply indented outline of mountain scenery, in some parts of considerable elevation. The approach to the city by sea is somewhat circuitous and winding, in consequence of a long narrow tongue of land, which is gradually increasing its dimensions by the detritus of the Hermus, from the mouth of which, it extends across the gulf, leaving a narrow channel between its extremity and a projecting point of low land which approaches it from the opposite side-The city is built on the broad base of a steep hill, crowned by the ancient citadel, and covers a much greater extent of ground than would be imagined by any one approaching it from the sea, and unacquainted with the undulations, and irregularities of the surface which intervenes between it and the steep acclivities, on which stands the Turkish quarter. This quarter is inhabited by a dense population of Mahometans and Jews, who have wisely entrenched themselves in the most healthy district, leaving tho lower space to the Christian population, including under that general de- nomination, Armenians, Greeks, Catholics, and a few Protestants. Parallel with the margin of the sea is the Frank Street, which is built entirely on alluvial formation, and may be said to stand over a bed of water, which is met with abundantly at the depth of a few feet. To the northward and eastward of the town, a long sandy point forms one side of the entrance of a deep inlet or bight, the southern shore of which, is partly under cultivation and partly marsh, A deep valley through which flows the Meles, now an insignificant stream, apd which has its outlet in this marsh, winds round the hill on which the city is placed, and in these situations fever, at parti- but, in all caSes, its approaches were gradual and insidious; the patient being able to attend to business for several days before decided illness compelled him to retire. He was then suddenly overpowered by great languor and listlessness; the pulse was found to be quick and feeble ; an increase of heat and vascular action soon followed in most cases. The pulse became full, bounding, and gradually acquired a tumultuous irregularity, which, about the third day in general, defied all calculation. Thus, it was found in the morning either entirely wanting at the wrist, or barely perceptible; some hours afterwards two or three irregular throbs were followed by a long intermission ; and in the evening it was occasionally found to be unchained, although still irregular, and intermitting at longer intervals. The patient sighed deeply, and complained chiefly of a load and oppression at the prrccordia; the countenance became mottled and grim ; livid streaks and patches appeared on different parts of the body, with a very faint substratum of yellow, and at this stage death occasionally took place about the 4th or 5th day. In the majority of cases, however, about the 6th or 7th day, the patient's entire body was found to have assumed a deep yellow' colour; the tongue became dry, contracted, and glazed. The pulse continued labouring, obstructed, and irregular for several days ; the stomach, in a very few cases, became irritable, and rejected whatever was received, either as medicine or drink. Retention and suppression of urine were not unfrequent symptoms, the latter being observed chiefly amongst those cases which ended fatally. Under these circumstances, the disease extended very frequently to the 14th and 21st days, before any decided amendment could be perceived; the first indication of which, however, was afforded by the pulse becoming more regular. But 
